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Abstract

Nucleon and a-particle scattering has been reviewed with the

aspect of the information on the nuclear matter distribution,

in particular at the surface, and on size and shape of

nuclei.

Die verteilung der nuklearen Materie in Kernen gewonnen aus

der streuung starkwechselwirkender Projektile

Zusammenfassung

Die Streuung von Nukleonen und a-Teilchen wird hinsichtlich

ihrer Information über die Verteilung der nuklearen Materie

an der Kernoberfläche sowie über Größe und Gestalt der Atom

kerne diskutiert.

Zum Druck eingereicht am 15.6.1976



"Kto kuleje - idzie"

Stanislaw Jerzy Lec, Mysli nieuczesane

1. INTRODUCTION

The nuclear matter distribution can be investigated only through

phenomena involving the nuclear interaction. Since this is not

nearly so well understood as the Coulomb interaction, our knowledge

of the nuclear matter distribution is much less precise than that

of the nuclear charge distribution. Many methods have been proposed

and applied to study the nuclear matter distribution. They all

have considerable difficulties and uncertainties. But to the extent

that they lead to consistent results the knowledge obtained from

them all is greater and more convincing than that from each in iso

lation. Tab. 1 compiles several methods and indicates some typical

examples of the basic concepts. The methods cover a tremendous

energy range of the used probes, and also a tremendous range of

type of probe: proton, neutron, a-particle, photon, pion, K-meson

and antiproton. Part of these methods reveals primarily the total

nuclear matter distribution, and using the charge distribution

obtained from electron scattering e.g., information about the

neutron distribution may be extracted. Some experiments are based

on specific effects which depend on the neutron-proton ratios in

the outermost region of the nucleus and primarily highlight differ

ences in the spatial distributions p and p at the nuclear sur-
n p

face.

In the present report we are mainly concerned with the scattering

of strongly interacting projectiles which seems to be a widely usro

standard method of studying nuclear matter distributions. Thereby

the reliability of the information found is intimately connected

with our understanding of the optical potential in terms of the

spatial distribution of the nucleons in nuclei.

The optical model is of central importance for interaction process

es of nuclear particles, and for many years now it has been a

standard procedure to interpret scatterrng experiments in terms of

an average complex potential the shape of which because of the

short range of the nuclear forces is assumed to be of the same

general form as that of the nuclear density distribution. Numerous

analyses of scattering cross sections, angular distributions and

polarization data have established the gross features and details
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Experimental methods of studying nuclear matter distributions

lIIustrat ive Ex amp Ies
- Concept -

Reference

Nucleon scattering

Scattering of strongly
absorbed projectiles:
1: a 160, ,

30MeVp scattering (ROM) Green 68-70

1GeV p scattering Thir74 -Ahm75

40,48 Ca (a a ) (ROM) Lern75,
at Ea = 79MeV

204,206,208 Pb (a a) (ROM) Gi Re 76,
at Ea =104MeV

Total and reaction
cross sections:

p,i5,n,n,K

Absorption of n:!:

Coherent photo
production of neutral
mesons

n product ion

Photo nuclear
proc esses

Charge exchange with

n and K

(p,n) quasi elast.
reaction

Coulomb displace
ment energies

a - decay

ß - decay

Hadronic atoms

116-124 Sn (a,a)

116-124Sn (160,160)

at E near the Coulomb
barrier

1.5-30 GeVlc n scattering

20-60 GeV/c n scattering

0.7-2.0 GeV/c
6R(n-) IGR(n+) ratios

(Y,nO)

(y,gO)

n~/n-production ratio
with 600 MeV protons
by 12C and 208Pb

(Y,xn)

n:!:(Kt )+ A(Z,N)~

n° (Ko/Ko) +A (Z±1,N+1)

208 Pb (p ,n ) 208Bi lAS

Neutron excess radii
interpretation

decay rate dependence
of barrier height and
position

ft values of super 
aHowed transitions
hgh. order corrections

K - capture

p - capture

Tab.l

Tab 75

Fran 72

Bat Fri 72

AHa 73

Leis 58

Alv 70

{

Marg 68

Tann 69

Leo 73

Ko Ma 69
(proposed)

Fri 74

No Sch 69

Rho Ja 76

Bli 69

Le Se 74

Bug 73
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of the phenomenological forms of the optical potentials specified by

empirical sets of parameters describing strength, radial size and de

formation (but usually suffering from some ambiguities since the inte

rior parts of the potentials play a minor role and are less determined

by the scattering data).

However, the traditional, highly phenomenological interpretation does

not provide deeper insight into more microscopic aspects of the reac

tion mechanism. From microscopic point of view wee seek to describe

the scattering of the projectile from a nucleus on the basis of more

fundamental interactions starting from the nucleon-nucleon force in

terms of motions of invidual nucleons. In all aspects this is a very

ambitious project. But even if we transform the original problem into

a problem of particles via an "effective interaction" and are satis

fied with phenomenological descriptions of size and shape of the nu

cleus and in particular of its collective modes, the macroscopic opti

cal model basis is rather insufficient as it represents already a con

volution of properties of the target nucleus and the probing projec

tile. Primarily the size and deformation parameters extracted by the

traditional analysis characterize the interaction potential, and the

information about more fundamental quantities characterising the nucle-

ar density distribution remains rather indirect and unclear. Thus, if

we are interested in properties of the nuclear density distribution,

it is obviously more reasonable to formulate the scattering model in

terms of the matter or nucleonic distribution. Several microscopic

models which construct the optical potential from the nucleonic density

distribution and an adequate projectile - boundnucleon interaction

have been worked out: Kerman-McManus-Thaler (KMT) approach IKer 59,

Fes Hü 70, Fes 711, Greenlees (ROM) approach IGreen 68-70 I, and their

later improvements, refinements and extensions.

In the framework of a multiple scattering theory Iwat 531 the optical
potential is given by a multiple scattering series

u <0 II t. 10>
J

j

+ <01 I t
J
. Q Go t k I0> + ....

j ~k
( 1. 1 )

where the projectile bound nucleon operator t. is defined by
J

t.
J

v. +v.QG t.
J J 0 J

( 1 • 2 )
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and the projectil-nucleus interaction V is assumed to be a sum of two
body interactions vj<tj,tp ) with each target nucleon. The operator Q
projects off the groundstate of the target nucleus and Go is the
propagator

(E - H N - h - K :!: in)
p p

( 1. 3)

with the nuclear Hamilton H , the internal Hamiltonian h p of the pro
jectile and the kinetic ene~gy operator Kp . The energy of the system
E=Ekin+€N is the kinetic energy and the excitation energy, usually of
the nucleus alone (even when applying the approach to complex projec
tiles) . The first term of the expansion represents single scattering
summed to all orders and averaged over all the nucleons in the nucle
uso The higher order terms describing successive single scattering
from different nucleons involve in intermediate states nuclear excita
tion.

The exact scattering amplitude is given by

-7- -7-
f(k ,kr)

-7
<k Iu + UPG U + ... Ik >o

( 1 • 4)

Taking the first term in each expansion we obtain the Born approxima
tion with the scattering amplitude proportional to nuclear formfactor

dr
-7- -7- -7-

(q=k -kr) ( 1 . 5 )

which is a Fourier transform of the nuclear matter distribution Pm.
Born approximation, however, is known to be not even qualitatively
correct. Summing the series for f, even with an approximate form for
the potential, we can take account of all multiple scattering terms.
This is automatically done by solving the Schrödinger equation exactly
(say by a coupled channel procedure). Alternatively the approximate
potential may be ins er ted into Glauber's multiple scattering expansion.

An alternative approach which has been extensively used for analysing

high energy nucleon scattering and provides a direct link of the
-7- -7-

scattering amplitude f(k ,k') to nuclear structure quantities e.g. to

nucleonic distributions, is Glauber's multiple scattering approxima

tion IGlau 59-69, Ba Wi 68, Au Lom 74, Lo Wi 751. This model expresses
-7- -7-

f(k ,kr) in terms of the projectile - target nucleon (two-body) ampli-

tude t by a multiple scattering series, in the case of elastic scat

tering averaged over the distribution of the nucleons.

In the impact parameter description the scattering amplitude takes the
following form

f(q) ( 1 • 6 )

Here k is the incident momentum, d 2 b the element of area in the impact
vector plane, ~i and ~f the initial and final nuclear states. The
Glauber model is based on the dynamical approximation that the phase

-7-
function XA(b) defining the total profile function
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(1.7a)

-+ -+ -+
is the sum of the phases of the invidual scatterers Xj(b-S j ) with Sj
representing the position of the jth nucleon. Thus we have

Ir.
J

j

-+ -+
(b-S.)

J

\ -+ -+ -+ -+
L r.(b-S.)·r (b-S )+ ••

j<m J J m m
(1.7b)

Assuming the Fermi motion of the nucleus to be small with respect to
the incident momentum the matrix element can be calculated from the
particle-target nucleon amplitude tj(q) (which provides rj via a
Fourier transformation (1.6)).

In the past decade the first order expression for the optical potential

with

-+
U (r )

p

-+
p (r)

m

(1.8a)

( 1. 8b)

has been extensively used. The procedure worked out by Greenlees et al.

!Green 681 for medium energy nucleon scattering is designated as the

folding model or reformulated optical model (ROM). The remarkable

success of the Greenlees approach inspite of some obvious drawbacks

due to the neglect of the higher order terms and of an explicit treat

ment of exchange in the early simplified form - has revived the

interest in medium energy particle scattering and stimulated the

application to the scattering of strongly observed complex projectiles,

even to heavy ions Ivar Do 73, Do Var 741. The attractive feature of

such an approach is that it seems to open a convenient door to the

information of interest, once the effective interaction is determined.

In its original form the scattering operator is nonlocal and energy

dependent. It differs also from the free interaction. In view of these

difficulties and following a standard procedure the projectile-bound

nucleon amplitudes It j are replaced by a local effective interaction.

Usually some phenomenological adjustements are necessary in order to

fit the experimental data as a quantitative microscopic theory, in

particular of nucleus-nucleus interactions is somewhat beyond our

re ach at present. Hence folding models are a compromise which retains

the more important physical features but have to be flexible enough

to include implicitely what is only acessible in a phenomenological way.
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We present here a sample of results based on such interaction models

generating the optical potential by averaging an effective projectile

bound nucleon interaction over the nucleon density distribution, in

some cases with some corrections of the primary simplifications of the

models. We endeavour to outline the area of confidence and uncertainty

in determining size and shapes of nuclei.

2. ELASTIC NUCLEON SCATTERING

In their analyses of elastic scattering of 14.5, 30.3 and 40 MeV pro

tons by a range of nuclei and with the motivation of studying the

density distributions of the target nucleons, Greenlees et ale

IGreen 68-701 synthesized the real central part of the optical poten

tials by a Yukawa NN force with an appropriate exchange mixture and by

a Fermi function parametrization of the matter distribution

p (r) = p + P = P [1 + expm p n 0

The real central part

r-c 1-1( __m_)
a m

( 2 • 1 )

( 2 • 2 )

has a volume term which follows the nuclear density but is smeared by
Vd, and an isospin potential which depends on the difference p - p
and the isospin dependentpart V of the NN interaction. n p

T

As variable parameters the half-way radius c and the diffuseness a
m m

of the matter distribution together with the central and spin-orbit

formfactor strengths, respectively, and the parameters associated with

the phenomenological absorption term are taken. The fits to the da ta

in energy range considered were strikingly good and have been improved

by relaxing the assumption p = p and allowing the protons and neu-
p n

trons to have different distributions (P fixed by electromagnetic
p

results). The most important observation was that, although the invi-

dual geometrical parameters could take a wide range of values, the rms

radius of the real central potential was well

range of the two-body force, nuclear rms radii

were obtained the values of which proved to be

defined. For a given
222

« r > = <r > +< r > )U m Veff
considerably larger

than corresponding rms radii derived from electron scattering or muonic

X ray experiments, thus implying large neutron-proton rms radii differ

ences. Obviously such conclusions depend on the range of the assumed
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effective interaction. Unfortunately the experimental cross sections

are rather insensitive to the range parameter of the NN force and even

to the type of interaction. In the case of 208 pb , e.g. the resulting

neutron-proton rms radii differences vary from 0.46 fm for a Yukawa

force with <r 2 >1/2 ~ 1.5 to 0.13 fm for a Gaussian force with
1/2 Veff

<r
2

> 2.07 fm. Subsequent work IGreen 70ab! using a more detailed
Veff

and improved approach (with explicit isospin term and folded spin-orbit

term) prefers a Gaussian interaction «r 2 >1/2 ~ 2.07 fm) deduced by
Veff

an analysis of low enerny np and pp data. The revised values of the

neutron skin thickness <r 2 >1/2 - <r 2 >1/2 are about zero for Ni and Fe
n p

nuclei and increasing to ca. 0.15 fm for 120sn and 208 pb .

Here we realize the general uncertainty we are worrying about in

deriving information about the nuclear matter distribution unless we

have complete confidence in the effective interaction used and are

satisfied that the corrections are negligible. Following the initiating

work the Greenlees approach has been discussed and refined in several

theoretical studies ISl Mc 68, Fri 69, Ki Ro 70, Th Sin 71, Th 731 in

order to reduce uncertainties and to obtain a clearer understanding of

the necessary corrections and the significance of the results. The maill

effects considered are the following

a) Exchange effects arising from antisymmetrisation between projectile

and target nucleons and represented by a (nonlocal) exchange

potential which contributes significantly to the 30 MeV proton

optical potential low Sa 701 and changes the potential rms radius.

b) Off-shell effects ILe Ri 721.

c) Dependence on various types of interactions: realistic and density

dependent forces ISl Mc 68, Th 73[.

d) Effects due to the particular treatment of the absorptive part,

second order effects and contributions from inelastic IMac 71 land

reaction (pick-up) channels IMa Ko 761.

The various aspects have been recently reviewed and summarized by Sinha

JSin 751 by refining the approach in some details and emphasizing the

importance of using an effective interaction with correct saturation

properties ("bound state" interaction rather than the free interaction)

We may conclude that the essential idea behind the folding procedure

for medium energy nucleon scattering can be regarded to be justified
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though there are many delicate sensitivities and dangers in attempting

to derive nuclear density information. Indeed with view to the compli

cations affecting the interpretation of medium energy nucleon scatter

ing in terms of the nuclear matter distributions, the Greenlees ap

proach has lost much of its original appealing simplicity. This may

be one reason that after the first impact nucleon scattering below 100

MeV is not often applied as tool for a serious empirical investigation

of nuclear matter distributions apart from studies of the reaction

model itself.

z
Q
~

o
lJJ
(f)

(f)
(f)

o
a:::
o
o
a:::
o
l.L.
a:::
lJJ
I
~

:::>
a:::
o
~

Q
~
a:::

2.5

2.0

1.5
saNi

1.0

0.5

0.0

1.0

0.8

208 pb 0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

1.0

0.8

0.6
120

Sn0.4

0.2

0.0

0.8

0.4

0.0

-0.4

0.8

~ 0.4

~ 0.0
N

~-0.4
.J

~-0.8

0.4

0.0

-0.4

-0.8

Ep=30.3 MeV

--- STANDARD MODEL
- FOLDING MODEL

Fig. 1: Angular distribution and polarization of elastic scattering of
30 MeV protons IGreen 701. The calculations on the basis of
the phenomenological standard model and the folding model
describe the experimental data equally weil.
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An early analysis of the elastic scattering of neutrons by a range of
nuclei resulted in neutron-proton rms radius differences of ca. 0.5 fm
IHO Wi 681. Some uncertainties are ruled out by considering merely is~

topic differences as done for the Sn and Ca isotopes IBoy 71, Boy Gr 68,
Lomb 721. The procedures analyze adequately constructed isotopic
difference functions of the experimental da ta in order to increase the
sensitivity to matter radius variations.

Will higher energies of the incident nucleons help to disentangle the

interaction of the probe and the structure of the probed nucleus?

High energy reactions have often been claimed to be a convenient way

of measuring the nucleon distributions in nuclei. The general arguments

are based on some expected simplifications of the scattering process.

A low energy proton introduced into a nucleus participates in the many

body dynamics, and there is little to distinguish it from one of the

target nucleons. On the other hand a high energy particle passing

through the nucleus is on the average hardly deflected. Its momentum

is much greater than the typical Fermi momenta in the nucleus, and it

will have left the nucleus be fore the induced nuclear rearrangement

can take place. In the main the target nucleons are just spectators,

and in a first approximation the scattering problem is a sequence of

two-body interactions. In other words the impulse approximation which

has been used for many years to construct an optical potential for

nucleon-scattering at intermediate energies provides a reasonable

procedure if applied with some corrections due to double scattering

and including a realistic description of two-nucleon correlations. At

even higher energies the use of the free two-body interaction fNN(q)

is suggested so that the first order optical potential becomes

D(r)
++

fe
iqr

F (q)
m ( 2 . 3 )

We realize that in some certain aspects high energy proton scattering

takes many features which are fortunately found when probing the

nucleus by electron scattering. Of course, we must not forget that the

basic force is in many of its details largely unknown. The force is

strong and its strength is such that the probing proton will interact

with several nucleons on its traverse of the nucleons and it will be

influenced by any correlations amony the target nucleons. These cause

virtual excitations of the nucleus (dispersion effects) which should

be of some importance. The framework of the theoretical analysis

follows either the approach of Kerman, McManus & Thaler (KMT) or the
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Glauber approximation. Until recently, however there have been only

few attempts to determine the nucleonic distributions directly from

experiments. Together with inaccuracies related to the description of

the scattering processes the minor quality of the experimental data

prevented clear information. Now, recent experiments done at Gatchina

jAlk 721 and at Saclay jBerti 731 continuing the pioneering work of

many groups (see the re cent review of Saudinos and Wilkin Isa Wi 74\)

provide an excellent experimental basis. Elastic and inelastic

scattering of 1 GeV protons has been studied with spectrometers of

improved resolution, sometimes as good as 100 keV (Saclay). The theo

retical analyses are characterized by a more detailed and quantitative

aspect as previous work. Both the Glauber approach and the Kerman

McManus-Thaler one (also including Feshbach second order term) necessi

ta te some knowledge of the nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitude which

is presently very scarce (spin part of the NN amplitude). Usually the

(scalar) nucleon-nucleon amplitude is parametrized by

.si.§..
dQ

[~rbl

Fig. 2: Elastic proton scat
tering by 208 pb at 1.04
GeV. The theoretical
curves are results of an
analysis based on the
Glauber theory
lAhm 751

208Pb (p,p) 208Pb

Ep =1.0~ GeV

............. Qn =Qp

-- Qn tQp

1. Ahmad (1975)

<r2>'/2 _ <r2>'/2 0 26 G.mn p =. 11
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f (a)NN " ~.

i + a
4 TI

k . °T
exp(- ( 2 • 4 )

where 0T is the total nucleon-nucleon cross section, a the ratio of
2

real to imaginary part of fNN(q) and ß the slope of the NN differen-

tial cross section.

The experimental cross sections for 1 GeV proton scattering show

distinct diffraction pattern (fig. 2) and resemble to complex particle

scattering with strong absorption at the nuclear surface. The analyses,

. t" 1 f the 208 pb and 48ca data ( d b th S 1 dln par lCU ar 0 measure y e ac ay an

Leningrad group, respectively) involve differences between neutron and

proton density distributions. Auger and Lombard lAu Lom 741 obtain good

results with Hartree Fock densities. Recently the detailed studies of

Ahmad lAhm 751 yield a neutron-proton rms radii difference of 0.26 fm

for 208 pb which is consistent with results of various other methods

(see sect. 3). The larger mean radius of the neutron distribution is

ascribed to a larger value of the surface diffuseness (see Gla Ma 70)

The effect is demonstrated in fig. 2. But it is not clear yet if a

change of the diffuseness is the only possbibility to adjust the

general slope of the differential cross sections. In 48Ca the surface

envelope of the neutron distribution is found to be the same as for

the proton distribution but is placed at a larger radius.

Very accurate high energy da ta are also available for the total cross
sections of neutron nucleus scattering (see Fran 72 and references
there). The da ta for incident momenta of 1.5-30 GeV/c have been studied
by Franco IFran 721 concluding that the region around cm-am contribu
tes mainly to ° t'To

Although there are some limitations which we hope to be removed by

further theoretical advances intermediate energy proton-nucleus

scattering experiments provide rich information on matter ground state

as weil as on transition densities (and correlations in light nuclei)

Looking with eyes charmed with the uniqueness of electromagnetic in

formation we are careful in making too precise statements until all

the details of the scattering process have been taken into account.

Nevertheless using empirically-determined NN amplitudes to interpret

p-nucleus elastic scattering we may rather confidently relate the

surface structure of the nuclear matter distribution to the scattering

cross sections.
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3. ELASTIC SCATTERING OF STRONGLY ABSORBED PARTICLES

3.1 Folding model approach

The folding model approach has been applied successfully to the

scattering of complex projectiles, in particular to the scattering

of a-projectiles ~). In many aspects a-scattering seems to be consid

erably more reliable than medium energy nucleon scattering. Since the

interaction is isoscalar the range of the phenomenological two-body

interaction may be determined in light nuclei where proton and neutron

densities are almost identical IBern 71, Lern 721, and then used with

confidence. Due to the strong absorption in the nuclear surface the

elastic channels probe only the nuclear surface in a low density

region where the multiple scattering expansion is expected to converge,

and it is plausible that the relation between density and optical

potential at the nuclear surface is rather independent of the specific

nucleus. That implies that the effective a-nucleon interaction is ex

pected to be not very different from the free interaction and that

effects due to exchange and antisymmetrization are of minor importance

and may be taken into account by simple approximations. Exploiting

these obvious advantages various procedures have been worked out

differing in the types of effective interactions used: phenomenological

a-nucleon potentials IMail 72, Mail 74, Si 751 or in a more symmetric

(finally a double folding) approach an effective interaction generated

from the long range part of the nucleon-nucleon interaction IJa Ke 69,

Bern 69b, Bud 70, Bat 711. According to Batty et al. IBat 711 the best

choice for a local effective interaction is of the most convenient

Gaussian form

= A (E)· V expR 0
(3.11)

The strength V and the range ~ are derived by averaging the nucleon-
o 0

nucleon interaction over the internal motion of the a-particle. The

energy-dependent factor AR(E) allows some phenomenological adjustement

of the free a-nucleon interaction due to the influence of the bound

nucleons. As proposed by Bernstein IBern 71 I the quantity AR can be

~ ) A h' . f th f' f f t dcompre enSlve reVlew 0 e scope 0 varlOUS e or s an proce-
dure is given in IRe 74cl.
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determined by calibrating the effective interaction by a-particle

scattering from light nuclei, in particular from 40ca . As suggested by

Schaefer exchange effects can be represented by the addition of ashor

terrange pseudo potential ISchae 701. The case of 104 MeV a-particle

scattering has been investigated in detail IGi Re 75al considering

various sensitivites and including empirical studies of exchange ef

fects on the basis of Schaefer's approximation. rt has been pointed

out that for 100 MeV a-particle scattering in the diffraction region

the exchange effects are absorbed by the phenomenological factor AR'

As shown by Batty et al. there is a parameter ambiguity of the

Gaussian interaction obeying the relation: A 'V . ~6 = const. Most of
R 0 0

the following a-particle scattering examples use a set of parameter

values: ~o = 1.95 fm and AR'V
O

= 40 MeV.

-+
For the imaginary part ur(r

a
) of the optical potential the usual ma-

croscopic Saxon-Woods representation has been used with parameters

adjusted in fitting the cross sections. Alternatively a procedure

taking Ur 00 UR or a derivative of the real part has been used Isee

Ber Pa 761.

3.2 Nuclear size information from elastic a-particle scattering in

the 100 MeV region

As an example we discuss briefly arecent investigation of elastic
. 204,206,208 14 I 761a-particle scatterlng from Pb at E = 0 MeV Gi Re .a

The neutron distributions and isotopic differences of the rms radii

have been investigated by adopting proton distributions from precise

electron scattering experiments~ lEu 761 with momentum transfers

q < 2.5 fm-
1

and fitting the neutron distribution to a-particle scat

tering cross sections (fig. 3). The analyses result in substantial

neutron-proton rms radii differences

2 1/2
<r >

n

2 1/2
<r >

p

+0.30-0.07 fm
+0.19-0.09 fm

0.22~0.09 fm

~)Possible effects of the neutron charge distribution have been
med to be negligible and are expected to be less important at
q <3.0 fm- 1 IBert 721

assu-
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Some details of these studies are of particular interest:

a) As suggested by the electron scattering results the neutron distri

butions are parametrized by a modified Gaussian form

(3.21)

rather than by a Fermi form. There are indications that the des

cription of the 208 pb (a,a) cross sections is improved by use of

such a parametrization.

b) 2
As shown by the X -contour plots in the inset of fig. 3 various

correlations between the phenomenological parameters

have been studied.

c ,
n

a and w
n n

The curves represent sections through the X2 minimum point enveloped
by the hypersurface X2 = 1.5 X2 min. Obviously there is a corre
lation between cn and wn allowing both parameters to vary over a
wide range provided that the combination of c n and Wn reproduces a
stable value of the rms radius. The parameter an in this case does
not essentially influence the resulting rms radius.

c) By careful studies of the surface localization of a-particle scat

tering the part of the density distribution which is sensitive to

the cross sections is determined. All possible parameter correla

tions require nearly identical slopes of p at the surface r> 6.5 fm
n

(see fig. 4).

d) 208In the case of Pb there seems to be a strong tendency of prefer-

ring a neutron density distribution with a slope steeper (diffuse

ness smaller) than that of the proton distribution or as compared

to the 204,206pb cases. h" d t "th h 1"T lS oes no agree W1 t e conc US10ns

from 1.04 GeV proton scattering lAhm 751 analysed in terms of a

Fermi distribution with a larger neutron density diffuseness a and
n

the halfway radii c = c . Experiences with parametrized phase shift
n p

analyses, however, indicate that the observed differences between

the theoretical (a,a) cross section calculated with p = p (see
n p

fig. 6) and the measured cross section are characteristic for

larger c and smaller a values. Similarily one may argue that a
n n

comparison of the heights of corresponding diffraction maxima of

different Pb isotopes suggests that 208 pb has a smaller diffuseness

than the two other Pb isotopes.
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The distributions are para

metrized by a modified

Gaussian form (G3).

Fig. 5: Proton and neutron

distributions of 204,206,208pb
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Recent theoretical studies \Yar 76\ considering the single particle
spectra of 208pb conclude for the single particle potentials a >a .

p n

Tab. 2 presents a survey of the results obtained for 208 pb in various

analyses and by different approaches. We may consider with greatest

confidence those methods which are most extensively established by the

improving process of frequent applications. Such arguments clearly

favour medium energy nucleon and a particle scattering, matured and

refined by many systematic studies covering light and heavy nuclei

(see for example fig. 7). It is encouraging that there seems to be an

increasing consensus that the nuclear matter distribution of 208 pb

distinctly exceeds the proton distribution at the surface. But there
+

are also indications - rr--reaction cross sections and high energy

photo pion production - which seem to conflict with the results of the

other methods. It is fair to say that for these methods though offering

a tremendous potential for a systematic study of the neutron distri

butions, the empirical applicability is not sufficiently weIl esta

blished, presently.

Rm(fm)

5.5

Brissaud et al., 1972
5.0

4.5

4.0

3.5

3.0

3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 A1/3 6.0

Fig. 7: Nuclear matter rms radii varying with A1 /
3

as found by a

systematic investigation of elastic a-particle scattering at

E = 166 MeV \Bri 721a
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Method ( r 2 )'/2 [fm ] Ar [fm] Refereneem

a - scattering 79 MeV 5.53:!:0.10 Ru Hi 76

104 MeV 5.591:0.06 0.26±0.13 Bem 72

104 MeV 5.63 :t 0.05 0.30±0.07 Gi Re 76

140 MeV 5.69 ± 0.10 0.42±0.20 Bem 72

166 MeV 5.65:!: 0.10 0.25±0.09 Tat 72

p -seattering 30 MeV 5.66::!: 0.20 0.36±0.20 Green 70b

1.04 GeV 0.26 tO.l0 Thir74 -Ahm75

19.3 GeNIe 5.49 Gla Ma 70

Coherent (YJ rt °) 5.78!. 0.30 Sehra 62

Coherent (yJgO) 5.661:0.15 0.31 t 0.15 Alv 70

G(rt+)/G(rt-) 800 MeV -0.1l':!: 0.11 Au 68

0.7-2.0 GeVle 0.0 ± 0.1 Alla 73

(yrt-)/(yrt+) 8/16 GeV -0.7:!: 0.4 Boj 69

(halfway rod J

Coulomb displaeement energy 0.115 No Sch69

Subcoulomb n-pickup 0.1- 0.2 Kö Sch 71

Strong absorption radius 5.55 Sum74
interpretation (42 MeVa-seatJ

Rutherford radius interpreta- 5.48 0.-0.12 Ba Li 74

tion (a-seattering n.Coul. b.) <0.1 Bat Fri 71

K - absorpt ion 0.44± 0.16 LeSe 74

p-absorption 0.1 to 0.7 Bug 73

HF prediction 5.51 0.23 Neg70

Electron scattering <r2)~2 =5.43.tO.03 Eu 76

2 208 b d' . dTab.: P rms ra 11 an neutron-proton differences 6r
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It should be noted that most of the methods are probing only a restric

ted part of the density distribution, e.g. referring primarily to the

outer tails of Pm(r) and the relying massivelyon an anticipated pheno

menological form to relate those tails to the rms radii. This may

imply additional uncertainty and discrepancies when comparing with

results referring more directly to the main body of the matter distri

bution.

As demonstrated e.g. by Bernstein and Seidler IBern 72' for the case
of 104 MeV elastic a-particle scattering from 90Z r the analyses using
phenomenological parametrizations (Fermi shapes) of Pm determine the
rms radius much better than the parameters of the adopted functional
form. The relatively large range of possible values of the parameter
combinations effects the weIl marked uncertainty of the value of the
central density Po. Physically, this is the consequence of the strong
absorption. It has been proposed !Mac 76\ to eliminate parameter sets
apparently unphysical in the nuclear interior by introducing suitable
constraints e.g. for Po. Obviously the surface region is rather well
determined (fig. 8). These features remind of a somewhat similar be
havior of the tails of the optical potentials. The observation that a
region around a certain prominent value of r is rather insensitive to
the parameter uncertainties may be induced by the lack of flexibility
of the particular form.

In order to overcome the drawbacks of phenomenological parametrisatioffi

of P (r) some re cent analyses !Bri Br 76, Lo Wi 761 apply "model
m

independent" techniques originally worked out for electron scattering

analyses ISic 731. In the framework of the assumed reaction model they

'Gi Re 75bl

and a extracted from
m

a-particle scattering

of c
m

104 MeV

by 56Fe

Fig. 8: Radial Fermi shapes

calculated from different sets

<r2/12 X2

3.79 X;in
3.79 1.25' X;';n

3.79 1.25' 'X:'n

Qm

0.47

0.57
0.35

0.05

0.10

----..............
.....

0.151:----- \

0.0 0!:----::-2---~---;:=:O-'-~8 -r-::-;,;-;;"fm--O:j

IAKJI 4.6.1975
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of the nuclear matter distribution p (ri
m

that proton scattering at 1 GeV and a-scat-

reveal the uncertainties of

R
K

lIlA fpm(r) r
K

+
2

\1 / K

It is interesting to note

each point and of the radial moments

tering at about 100 MeV appear to have similar information content.

These studies confirm the previous statements !Bern 72, Gi 74, Gi 751

that the moments like the rms radius (K=2) are very weIL determined

(with uncertainties comparable to those obtained in model dependent

analyses of electron scattering) despite of the considerable uncer

tainties of p (r) at small radii.
m

Fig. 9: Envelopes of trial den

sities resulting from "model

independent" analyses of a-par

ticle (a
1
-a

2
) and proton scat

tering I Bri Br 761.

T : typical density

CS: theoretical density Ica Sp 721

2 3 4 r(fm)

3.3 Information from strong absorption radi i and from elastic

scattering at energies near the Coulomb barrier

Because of the ambiguities possible for strongly absorbed projectiles,

the half-way radius and the equivalent-radius of the optical potential

extracted by the usual phenomenological procedures cannot be regarded

as significant size parameters. The strong absorption radius R
FC

and

the real potential UR at that radius, however, appear to be very weIL

determined quantities IJa Mo 68, Fern 701 and are accessible to a

microscopic interpretation in terms of the nuclear matter distribution.

asThe strang absorption radius R is defined
FC

n + (n 2 + L (L + 1))1/2
c c (3.31)
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where n is the Coulomb parameter and L the critical angular momentum:
Re(SL) = 1/2 with SL being the reflectlon coefficients determined by
a direct parametrization of the phase shifts or alternatively, gene
rated by the optical potential.

10
F~rnand,,~ and \li"ü. 1970

l-4
Ul

"-
,Q
S

S
U5

,.....
c;
'Ci
"-
b
'Ci

0 33 35

e (deg)
c .m.

Fig. 10: Angular distributions for

elastic scattering of 42 MeV

a-particles by the Ca isotopes in

the region of the minimum at 35 0

IFern 701

This type of interaction radii is mainly determined by the first
oscillations in the angular distributions of elastic a particle
scattering. There have been considerable efforts in determining such
radii empirically with high accuracy, especially regarding the vari
ations of the diffraction radii of neigboring isotopes IFern 701.

Isotope E [Mev] RFC [fm] R(U
R - 2.4 MeV) [fm]Lab

40
42.10 7.415±0.02 7.415

48
Ca
Ca 42. 10 7.58 7.58

204 pb 41.99 10.34 10.38206 pb 42.27 10,42 10.43208 pb 42.25 10.52 10.53

Tab. 3: Strong absorption radii for 42 MeV a-particle scattering
Isum 741

As verified by Goldring et al. IGol 701 there are "invariant" quanti

ties similar to R
FC

and uR(r = R
FC

) also in cases where a diffraction

radius does not exist. It has been pointed out that a detailed investi

gation of the elastic scattering of charged particles at incident

energies near the Coulomb barrier can provide rather accurate informa

tion on relative sizes of isotopic nuclei. The method is essentially

a refinement of the original Rutherford experiments in which the break
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point from Rutherford scattering and the corresponding distance of

closest approach were used as a measure of the size of the scattering

nucleus. It has been shown that optical model analyses (or "incoming

wave boundary condition" analyses lEis 721) result in rather unambigu

ous values of two quantities: the maximum value of the total potential

(barrier height VB) and the distance from the origin to the maximum

potential (Rutherford radius r
R
). These quantities are primarily

attributes of the nuclear potential.

For the analysis of the measured data the Coulomb potential is para
metrized by the form of a homogeneous charged sphere and a Saxon-Woods
form of the nuclear potential is assumed. Approximately we have

1
2

(1- ~)
r R

The values of V and r
R

determined by elastic a-particle scattering
from 204'206dO~b and 209 Bi over the energy range 14 to 23 MeV ~ol 70!
are given in tab. 4.

Barnett and Lilley IBa 741 have measured (a,n) cross section on 208 pb
and 209Bi between 16 and 24 MeV and determined magnitude and shape of
the real nuclear potential at a radial distance of about 11 fm by a
detailed optical model analysis of the reaction data.

Target r R [fmJ VB [Mevl R02 [fm] Ref.

10.88 20.54 11 . 91 IGOl 70
110.90 20.52 11 .92 Bad 74

10.89 20.52 11. 91 IGOl 701
10.89 20.54 11 . 91 IBad 74 1

10.94 20.42 11 .96 IGOl 701
10.96 20.42 11 .97 IBad 74 1
10.9 20.49 Ba Li 741

10.93±0.04 20.68±0.04 IGol 701
11.01±0.08 20.63±0.08 IBa Li 74 1

Tab. 4: Rutherford radii r
R

, barrier heights and R02 (V

values from a-particle scattering

-0.2 MeV)
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10-2
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Fig. 11: Proton (-.-.-), neutron (-----) and matter densities
(-----) derived by an unfolding procedure of the real
interaction potential in the vicinity of the strong
absorption radi i for 42 MeV a-particle scattering
Isum 741. The proton densities are based on experimental
charge distributions IFro 68, Khv 70, Heis 691

More recently Badaway et al. IBad 741 have studied the a-particle
scattering by 23 isotopes of Cd, Sn, Re, Sm and Pb at energies near
the Coulomb barrier. In an extensive analysis various sensitivities
and the influence of the optical potential parameters, in particular,
of the diffuseness a have been investigated. It turns out that the
radius R02 where the nuclear potential has the value of -0.2 MeV is
better defined than the Rutherford radius r

B
.

16 . 40 44 48By use of elastic 0 scatterlng from ' , Ca (ELab = 20-40 MeV) the
relative sizes of the Ca isotopes have been studied I Ber 711. The re
sulting values of rB vary approximately as A1 / 3 (rB 1.563 (16 1 / 3 +
AT 1 / 3 ) fm), in marked contrast to the observations of the charge radius
IBert 72\. This behaviour previously indicated by the diffraction radii
deduced from 42 MeV a-particle scattering IBern 69a, Fern 701 (see fig.
10) has been confirmed by the 16 0 scattering experiments of Eisen et
al. lEis 721 while with 180 projectiles the situation is much less
clear.

Recently isotopic differences of the even tin and neodynium isotopes
ITab 75, Tab 76\ have been studied in detail by a particle and 16 0
scattering. The region of the nuclear surface (Rcf ) where the (abso
lute) value of the nuclear potential is only 2 percent of the Coulomb
potential is probed with maximal sensitivity. The size changes measu
red by a-particle and by 160 scattering agree fairly weil, but the in
crease of the radius Rcf (reflecting a corresponding increase of the
matter size) is 2 to 3 times more rapid with neutron number than for
the charge distribution sizes of the Sn isotopes IBarr 67, Ehr 681
(see fig. 12). Evidence for a consistent change in the half way radius
of the optical potential between 116Sn and 120S n has been presented by
Robertson et al. \Rob 711 on the basis of 16,180 elastic scattering
studies.
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.

Tabor et al., 1975
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Fig.12: Size measurements of the

tin isotopes by a-particle and

160 scattering !Tab 751 as com

pared to results of proton

scattering !Boy 711, of elec

tron scattering !Ehr 681 and

of muonic X-ray shifts

IBa Bel 671

116 118 120 122

Sn ISOTOPE
124

Apart from any discussion in which way strong absorption and Rutherford

radii can be related to the nuclear density distribution they seem to

be suitable to study the relative surface behavior of isotopes: iso

topic differences in matter sizes of nuclei. The observed variations

~rB e.g. in the case of the stable Sn and Ca isotopes prove to be

different from the appreciably smaller variation of the charge distri

bution size within an isotopic series. This may be an effect of adding

neutrons thus increasing the matter distributions by an amount which

is larger than the increment in the proton distributions.

If the folding model representation for the interaction potential is

valid, and if Veff is known, then, in principle, one can determine the

nuclear density distribution p (r) of the target nucleus, once the
m

potential has been determined experimentally. This view has been taken

in several re cent studies IBa Li 74, Sum 74, Ja Ro 761 which convert

phenomenological optical potential - in that region where it is most

reliably determined - into nuclear matter distribution information.

Fig. 11 presents results of such a procedure fitting the magnitude and

fall off rate of the surface potentials Isum 741. But deducing a value
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of the rms radius implies a further step in assurning a particular form

of Pm(r), and the resulting value may be rather accidental and depen

dent on how appropriate the chosen form iso

The same statements holds for various other results compiled in tab.2.
Here quoting a value of the rms radius involves necessarily a fairly
large range of extrapolation of P (r) into the nuclear interior.m
Though the low dens i ty si tua tion of a partie le sca t ter ing seems to
justify the simplest form of the folding model, there are some uncer
tainties since the influence of the imaginary part is not unimportant
and affects some details of the information extracted IJa Ro 761.

It may be of some interest to see in which way the folded potential

resulting from the studies of elastic a-particle scattering at 104 MeV

IGi Re 761 reproduces the barrier height and the Rutherford radius

obtained from low energy scattering. As fig. 13 demonstrates there is

surprisingly good agreement for the total potential

sideration of the different parts

(U +u +V ). Con-
p n c

generated by the proton and(U , U )
P n

respectively, supports the preponderance ofneutron distribution,

neutrons at the surface.

Values of the Rutherford radius IR and the barrier height va
Reference V. [MeVJ r" UmJ

U(f)
{MeV]

20

16

12

8
--Up+Vc
--Un+Vc
-,-Un -4>+1{

Gils & Rebel 1976

Fig. 13: Various parts of the

folded potential resulting from

104 MeV a-particle scattering by
208

Pb as compared (Rutherford radius

and barrier height) to low energy

results IGol 70, Ba Li 741 and to

microscopic calculations

IJa Ro 761

Goldring et 01 IGoi 701 20.42 70.9

Barnett & Li{{ey IBo Li 74 I 20.49 10.9

Analysis of Jackson &
120~

10.8

Rhoodes - Brown .- 20.33 11.0
Different sets tor Ve"

20.56 11.0

Gils & RebeilGi 761

Up +Vc 21.7 /0.2

Un .,.\? 21.2 10.5

IUp+Un+l{ 207 10.8
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Fig. 14: (a) Calculated differential cross sections for 79 MeV
a-particle scattering with different assumed
values 6R = <r 2 >1/2 - <r 2 >1/2

48 40

(b) Surface region for 40,48ca in the surface region with
the assumption AR=O. The radius r is defined by the
condition p(r) = 0.017 nucleons/fm 3 .

(From Lern 75)

On the basis of the folding model approach we are able to clarify the

meaning of the various interaction radii and of their differences

interms of the nuclear density distributions. In the past there has

been some confusion attributing strong absorption radii differences to

rms radii differences of the matter distribution. As noted in the
48 40 .

context with re cent a-particle scattering studies of Ca- Ca dlffer-

ences /Lern 75/ a distinct shift in the diffration pattern of the cross

sections and a finite difference in the diffraction (strong absorption)

radi i are expected even for identical rms radii of the two isotopes

compared (see fig. 19). This is due to different normalization of the

density distributions of two different nuclei. Obviously differences

in the diffration and the Rutherford radii reflect density differences

at certai n points of the surface, not nece s sar i ly imply ing a f ini te rms

radii difference. For this reason a comparison of trends of r
B

with

trends of rms (or equivalent uniform) charge radii seems not to be very

conclusive.
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3.4 Relative sizes of 40,48ca and neutron-proton rms radii

differences of 48ca

An illustrative example of the methodical concepts involved in using

particle scattering experiments as a tool for investigating nuclear

matter distributions originates from the problem of the relative sizes
40,48 48

of Ca and the neutron-proton rms-radii differences of Ca. The

information presently available is compiled in tab. 50 Recently the
. f 79 . 40,48scatter1ng 0 MeV a-part1cles from Ca has been measured with

high relative accuracy and analyzed on the basis of a folding

ILern 751. The results for the difference between the 40,48ca
48

matter radii and for a possible neutron "halo" of Ca appear

model

rms

signifi-

cantly smaller than results from comparable other studies including

the Hartree Fock predictionso While there are arguments which may re

move the discrepancies to diffraction or standard optical model ana

lyses there is an apparent disagreement with high energy proton scat-

t · lt I Ah 751 b h h . f 40 .er1ng resu sm. In ot cases t e scatter1ng rom Ca lS

excellently described with P = P , P (r) obtained from electron scat-
n p p

tering so that the contradicting results, in the case of 1 GeV proton

scattering by 48ca requiring the neutron distribution P
n

different

from the proton distribution P (see fig.15), cannot be easily under-
p

stood as a systematic defect of one of the reaction models used. It

may be possible that the exchange effects (which are of minor impor

tance at higher particle energies) are different for a-scattering by
48 40 40 48 .

Ca and Ca and lead effectively to the deduced ' Ca d1fferenceso

Furthermore some sensitivities in treating the imaginary part may be

masked. It should be mentionend that arecent analysis Isum 741 of the

real potential values near the strong absorption radii for 42 MeV a

particles yields slopes of the matter distributions of 40ca and 48 ca

(see fig. 11 ) nearly identical to Negele's HF prediction \Neg I70 i •

Extrapolating the low density tails into the nuclear interior in terms

f ~ . d' t .b' 1 40, 48 d d f fo l:"erm1 lS r1 ut10ns arger Ca an neutron-proton i erences

of 48 ca are suggested «r2>~~2 - <r2>~~2~0.25 fm).



Method <r 2)1/2 <r2)1/2 l::. r (4SCa ) l::. Rpot Definition of Rpot ReferenceZS- 40
[fm]

a-scattering 166 MeV 0.21:!:0.O7 0.38"1:0.12 Tat72-Bri72

79 MeV 0.05"1: 0.04 0.03±0.03 0.18~0.04 Diffraction radius Lern 75

42 MeV 0.11-0.25 Strong absorpt rad. Fern70-Sum74

31 MeV 0.15 Radius parameter Bern 69 a

of Saxon -Woods pot.

160-scattering 20-40MeV 0.41 ± 0.01 Rutherford radius Ber 71

p-scattering 0.22~O.09 0.391:0.10 rms radius of the Lom72

10.8 -16.3 MeV optical poten Hai

25-40 MeV 0.15 Radius parameter Mag 70

of Saxon-Woods pot.

1.04 GeV :::: 0.15 0.24 Ahm75

Coulomb displacemen t 0.06 No Sch69
energy

Hartree Fock prediction 0.190 0.227 Neg 70

Average of various 0.17:!: 0.03 0.18±0.04 (Lern 75)
HF predictions

Electron scattering 0.012 Bert 72

Tab. 5: 4S, 40 Ca density and optical potential differences and

neutron -proton rms-radii differences l::.r of 4S Ca

N
(X)
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Pn=Pp PnFPp
without Coulomb scattering

Fig. 15: Elastic differential cross

sections of 1 GeV proton scattering

from 48ca lAhm 751 - Experimental

data are taken from the Leningrad

group IAlk 721

Ahmad, 1975
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4. INELASTIC SCATTERING

4.1 Deformed folding model approach

In order to refine the averaging "time exposures" in elastic scattering

(in the sense of Baranger and Sorensen in Scientific American IBaso 69\)

we have to take snap shots by inelastic experiments. For nuclear par

ticle scattering the most usual method used for determination of

nuclear shapes is based on the extended optical model. In the frame

work of the collective model various low-lying excited states of nuclei

are pictured as corresponding to shape vibrations or rotation. Conse

quently, the phenomenological description of these types of nuclear

excitations is based on the assumption that the optical potential fol

lows the static or dynamic deformation and becomes nonspherical. This

is formulated by an adequate parametrization of the angular dependence

of the interaction potential value, e.g. by the usual expansion of the

radius parameter

R R
o (1 + L (Xl Ylm(8,<jJ»

1m m
(4.11)

defining the collective coordinates and providing a coupling whereby

the projectiles could be inelastically scattered and excite collective

states.
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It is weil known that such an approach has been very successful in

describing the measured cross sections and angular distributions. The

analysis extracts the coupling strengths: matrix elements of the tran

sition operators which are built up by the collective coordinates and

called udeformation parameters u . It should be noted that we are inter

ested not only in the absolute values of these matrix elements but

also in their relative phases. For example, in the case of a permanent

deformation the sign of the intrinsic quadrupole deformation parameter

characterizes the nuclear shape as being prolate or oblate.

Extensive inelastic particle scattering studies in the past years have

revealed that the differential cross sections carefully measured inform

also on such details: signs of intrinsic deformation IRe 72a[, devia

tion ofaxial symmetry lGi 751 and hexadecapole components of the defor

mation IHen 68, Swi 69, Re 71 I. This information is due to the pro

nounced interference of single and higher order excitation processes

which influence the observed diffration pattern in a typical manner

and which can be analyzed by a coupled channel procedure taking account

of all important coupling via intermediate states.

Similar to the case of elastic scattering however the traditional

description deriving the coupling potentials from a phenomenologically

deformed interaction is not very satisfactory. It is far from obvious

that the deformation of the optical potential should be identified

with the deformation of the nucleus. Obviously, large projectiles

- composite particles for which the range of the appropriate nucleon

projectile effective interaction is much greater than that of nucleon

nucleon - average over a large volume of the nucleus and see a smaller

deformation. Such arguments suggest an extension of the folding model

approach to inelastic scattering.

In so-called microscopic descriptions of inelastic scattering the
coup 1 ing potential s U nn' (form f actors) for the nuc lear exc i ta tion are
genera ted by folding the effective interaction into the transition
densities

-+
Pnn , (r) <n' 1 I 0(;-1.) In>

i=l 1

(4.12)

*epn'

-+
U (r)

nn' Ci.
(4.13)
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where F (r) are the form factors of the (L,M)-pole-transition. This
is Obvi~tlSl~ in analogy to the folding formula for elastic scattering.
The ground state nuclear matter distribution Pm is replaced by the
transition density which depends on the nuclear wave functions for the
initial and final target nucleus states.

The natural application of the folding model to inelastic scattering

from collective states and a reformulation of the extended optical

model consists in deriving the transition densities of from phenomeno

logically deformed matter distributions. Such a semimicroscopic approach

is a straight forward generalization of the corresponding procedure for

elastic scattering. Following the critique of the extended optical

model procedure IEd Si 71, Ra Sp 711 it has been applied successfully

to a-particle and 3He scattering at higher energies (> 50 MeV) IRe Sch73,

Re 74a, Re 74b, Mac 73, Mac Ta 74, Gi 74, Mac Sw 751 where an incre~ed

sensitivity to size and shape parameters is observed and where exchange

effects are expected to be of reduced importance.

In contrast to earlier DWBA-analyses we apply in the following examples
the microscopic or semimicroscopic approach to both elastic and inelas
tic scattering in which the same effective interaction describes both
processes. Obviously, especially for coupled channel analyses which
handle elastic and inelastic scattering on equal footing this is more
satisfactory and consistent.

In a-particle scattering virtual transitions to intermediate states
are known to be important. Thus, since apriori the folding model does
not explicetely include the effects of virtual transitions the calcu
lated spherical potential should be strictly understood as the spheri
cal potential used in a coupled channel calculation rather than the
potential required for fitting the elastic data when coupling is neg
lected.

We illustrate this approach by results of 104 MeV a-particle scat-
56

tering on Fe. In essence, the procedure consists in an application

of the collective model - whatever the specific form may be - to the

density distribution P of the integrand of the folding formula rather
m

than to the optical potential. For technical details of deriving the

coupling potentials we refer to original papers, especially to the

appendix of the paper of Rebel et al. 1Re 74a I.

56 56
We start with a rotational model description of Fe(a,a') Fe.

The level positions and E2 properties of 56 Fe are characteristic of an
almost pure prolate rotator. The experimental B(E2;0++2!) ,B(E2;2!+4!)
and Q2+-values ILes 721 correspond to intrinsic quadrupole moments of
98±1, 99±20 and 87±20 efm 2 , respectively, derived on the basis of a
symmetrie rotator model. But they are also consistent with Qo=102 efm 2

and y=2 0 0 in the asymmetrie rotator model. Davydow and Chaban IDa Ch60~
explained the level scheme of 56 Fe in the framework of an asymmetrie
rota tor model with ß-vibrations resulting in y =17 0 and a softness l.I=O.61.
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Fig. 16 compares the results of the extended optical model (Saxon-Woods

potential with parameter values taken from a coupled channel calcula

tion fit of the cross sections) to those of the folding model using a

deformed nuclear density distribution of Fermi type. Of course, the

main effect of the folding is a correction due to the finite size of

the probe represented by the finite range of V
eff

, and this is reflec

ted by different values of the deformation parameters.

56Fe («.,<<.'J56re

E,mr'O/,MeV

Symm.'ric Ralotar: Falding Proc<dur<

0'-r -"-Coupling

0, .0.2102

'" .0.025

G' 6

f~l eI
[l.FrJ el

56Fe(0I,o,.l6Fe

Ir!
~ab.'1U M.v

103
E./Ondol Op/ical Pa/onllolo-2+-/,+ Caup/ing

VO·'OU2 ,..1.348 t o.oo8 Qv·07ltOOI

2+ Wo·21.7tO.7 'w.'b" ao, aw·O.50tODI

--proIot.
82.0.178 xJF.". 102
~.0009 2+

82.-0.178 ~F.29.
8,. 0009
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IÖ'
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Fig. 16: Coupled channel analysis of the scattering of 104 MeV
56a-particles from Fe on this basis of the rotational model

[Gi 74\

The value of ß 2 = 0.24 of the underlying Fermi distribution corresponds
to an intrinsic quadrupole moment which is in excellent agreement with
the electromagnetic results. The prolate-oblate effects [Re 72al are
significant and give evidence for ~rolate deformation of 56Fe - in
agreement with Coulomb excitation ILes 721.

Hendrie IHen 73a[ has worked out a correction procedure based on a pure
geometrical consideration assuming a spherical projectile interacting
with a deformed nucleus only at their mutual sharply defined edges.
With an a-particle size of ~=1.6 fm and a sharp edge size of 1.2.A 1 / 3

for 56Fe the value of ß2=0.24 would correspond to the potential defor
mation ß~ot:::::S0.18.

Tab. 6 compiles some results for nuclei of the lf-2p-shell and compares

with results of electron scattering and Coulomb excitation. Of course
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the a-particle scattering results are model-dependent. But in the

framework of these specific collective models suggested by spectro

scopic findings a-particle scattering provides detailed information,

for example, on the asymmetry of the deformation (48Ti ,56Fe ) or on hexa

decapole deformations IRe Sch 731. This table demonstrates the general

agreement of the deformed folding model with electromagnetic results

in cases where agreement should be expected. This is an empirical

result remarkable in regard of the considerable uncertainties of such

an approach.

The experimental cross sections determine the multipole moments (in
addition to the rms radius) much better than the parameters of the
adopted functional form of Pm(r), in particular than the half way ra
dius c m and the diffuseness a m of a Fermi shape IMack 74, Gi Re 75bl.
As already indicated for elastic scattering regarding the rms radius
the values of the two parameters Cm and am can scatter over a fairly
large acceptable range combined in such a way that the rms radius is
reproduced with nearly stable value. For the case of a-particle scat
tering from 56 Fe such parameter correlations (including the deforma
tion parameter) and the sensitivities of the measured cross sections
are illustrated in fig. 17 by presenting contour plots of the x2-values
(goodness of fit) in various parameter planes through the minimum
values X~in. The various curves are sections through the X~in point
envelopped by the hypersurface X2 = 2·X~in in the multidimensional
parameter space. While the deformation parameters affect the rms radius
less, they distinctly influence the Q2ü value which is rather weIl de
fined, especially by the inelastic cross sections.

56Fe (<<,/li.'J56Fe

Etab= 104 MeV
symmetrie rotator model

folding proeedure

0"- 2,""-4,""- coupling

0.5

0"'

0.18

0.18

0.20

0.20

0.22

0.22

0.14

0.14

. 56 56
F~g. 17: Example Fe(a,a') Fe: Contour plots of the values

2 2 2
X =2·Xmin in various parameter planes through the minimum value Xmin
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Nuelide 46 Ti 48 Ti 50 Ti 56 Fe

<?;h
3.641:0.15 3.56%0.04 3.60%0.07 3.751:0.06 3.82%0.06[fm]

B~Ejl!;;( 8741:56 7631:40 2801:26 10091:62 1047 t 60

I Qr,.·'m2J -271:1 -19% 1 -- -29tl - 29t 1 cl

~ -- ::: 24· -- -- "" 19'

Analysis
Symmetrie Triaxial "lnhart7lOf'ic

S~~7ri~::/e Triaxial
Rotator Rotator Vibrator Rotator

.(r2)~
3.55tO.04 3:741:0.07 e

Um]

B~~~~a;/) 970%70 690%60 3301:30 970t20
0

"e2 'J

~
f'frn2,

-19!:10 -13.5t8.8 -2%9 -24.9!:5.8
!"1

Tab. 6: Folding model results

for scattering of 104 MeV a

particles from 1f-2p-shell

nuclei iRe 74a, Gi 74, Gi 751

as compared to electromagnetic

results.

4.2 Prolate-oblate effects and (a,a'y) angular correlation

measurements

The pronounced interference of single and higher order excitation

process which influences the observed distinct diffraction pattern of

the differential cross sections, in particular of a-particle scat

tering, allows a sensitive coupled channel analysis discriminating

prolate and oblate intrinsic deformations of nuclei IRe 72a, Re 72bl

The effects observed (small shifts of the diffraction maxima and

changes of the oscillation per iod in the 2+ cross section as compared

to the elastic angular distribution) are qualitatively predicted by

simple diffraction models including second order terms in the defor

mation parameters IIn Sh 67, Go Yu 71, Re 72al. Recent studies show

that the sensitivity to the sign of the intrinsic deformation is con

siderably increased when observing the (a,a'y) angular correlation.

Similar to experiments with polarized projectiles particle-angular

correlation studies provide more insight into the reaction mechanism

than differential cross section measurements. From (a,a
1

y) angular

correlation measurements on even-even nuclei the reaction amplitude

X referring to different magnetic substates of the residual excitedm
2; state can be determined separately Iwag 731. In the context with

more refined studies of the folding model 24 Mg (a,a'y) angular corre

lation measurements have been performed with 104 MeV a-particles

!Eyr 761. Fig.

tion amplitude

18 which displays in the lower part the squared reac

Ix 1
2 (the z-axis is chosen perpendicular to the seat

o
tering plane) demonstrates the predictive power of the folding model.
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The theoretical curves result from coupled channel calculations using

electron scattering results for the parameters of a deformed nuclear

distribution of 24 Mg INa To 721.

The upper part of fig. 18 shows the correlation parameter

C <Xl Ix21· x_
2

1· (dcr/dS6)-1 as function of the particle scattering angle

for positive and negative intrinsic quadrupole deformation of 24 Mg ,

respectively. The experimental data favour clearly prolate shape.

C

2.0

1.5

1.0

0.5

102

IXol2

[mb/sr1

5 15

Eyrich et a1.. 1976

~g (a,U l y)2IoMg
Ea = 104 MeV
t Exp.

-ß2)O
---ß2< 0
Folding Model

25 35
4>a ,CM [degl

Fig. 18: 104 MeV a-particle scattering

from 24 Mg : Substate cross section Ix 1
2

, 0'

and correlation parameter C (in (a,a'y)

measurements experimentally determined by

fitting the in plane correlation function

W(<p.) = A+C sin
2

(2(<j> -<j> ))y y 0

4.3 Generalized collective model and a-particle scattering

The collective models used hitherto are relatively simple and limiting

cases for the collective behavior of nuclei. In particular, nuclei of

the 1f-2p shell exhibit features characteristic of soft nuclei. The

properties of the low-lying levels indicate collective features inter

mediate between harmonie vibrations and rigid rotations ICli 711. In

such transitional cases we need a more general and flexible description

- generalized collective model - as formulated e.g. by Gneuß and

Greiner IGneu Gr 711. As for any other collective Hamiltonian we have

to determine several mass- and stiffness parameters which, in prin

ciple, may be related to a microscopic description of the collective

motion. We used, however, a rather phenomenological procedure in

determining these parameters by fitting the experimental level schemes
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and B(E2; 0++2;) transition probabilities. Such a procedure has been

proved to be very successful in a range of cases IRe Ha 73, Hab 741.

The collective behavior of the nuclei is displayed by their so called

collective energy surfaces. They represent the potential energy of

the nuclei as function of the shape parameters. With restriction to

quadrupole deformations all possible shapes can be described by the

two wellknown deformation and asymmetry parameters ß and y. Fig. 19
48 . 56

shows the collective energy surfaces of Tl and Fe given as contour

maps on the ß-y-plane. Symmetry properties confine the considerations
o 0

to a sector 0 <y<60 . In this sector the potential energy surfaces

and the collective wave functions are defined. The shadowed contours

yet in theminimum,

aß-soft nucleus with asymmetric deformation,

point-oscillations.
48 .

Tl,these nuclei:
56

Fe somewhat more complicated exhibiting a second

indicate the level of the ground states and the range of the zero

This may be taken as a measure of the softness of

zero-point oscillations.

In view of the considerable importance of the collective energy sur

faces with regard on heavy ion scattering, nuclear fission etc. it is

certainly interesting to check such calculations by a-particle scat

tering.

Formally, the generalized collective model is an anharmonic vibration
llf

al model of high order . This implies that

1. the matrix elements of second and higher orders of the collective

coordinates contribute significantly

2. the values of the matrix elements are strongly dependent on the

connected states in rather complex relations.

The maxtrix elements for the (a,a')-scattering calculations are ob

tained directly by the solutions of the collective Hamilton. The ra

dial behavior of the density distribution can be taken from elastic

or electron scattering, and as also the effective interaction is

fixed, we have not to adjust any parameters.

The sensitivity of the scattering cross sections to higher order ma

trix elements is shown in fig. 20 and demonstrates that 100 MeV

llf)

Requiring volume conservation and considering terms of higher order
a monopole term a oo has to be introduced into the expansion of the
nuclear radius and induces additional coupling terms IRe 74b!.
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Fig. 19: Collective energy surfaces of 48Ti and 56 Fe resulting from

an analysis of level spectra and E2 properties in the frame

work of the model of Gneuß and Greiner IRe 74bl

a-particles are able to "see" the rather complicated nuclear shapes

represented by the collective energy surfaces in fig. 19. Fig. 20

demonstrates the excellent agreement of a-particle scattering with
+the generalized collective model. The imperfectness for the 22-cross

+section may indicate the presence of an unknown admixture to the 22-

amplitude (e.g. coupling of two quasiparticle states neglected in the

generalized collective model). This assumption is not unreasonable

for a level of 2.7 MeV above the ground state. In view of the extreme

sensitivity of the a-particle cross sections to such additional compo

nents there is no serious objection against the generalized collective

model description of the low lying states.

We may conclude that the generalized collective model - even if we

would hesitate to take it too literally in the form indicated here

proves to be an excellent basis for a unified description of level

scheme, E2-properties and a-particle scattering. Scattering of a-part~
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cross sections

b) Theoretieal cross sections calculated by including different
orders of the transition matrix elements.

eies is sensitive enough to reveal more complicated collective

features and to draw attention to necessary improvements of the

current strueture models.
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4.4 Hexadecapole deformation in nuclei

Since Hendrie et al. IHen 681 have clearly demonstrated the possibility

of accurate determinations of hexadecapole deformation of rare earth

nuclei by inelastic a-particle scattering at 50 MeV, higher multipole

deformation is no more experimental "terra incognita". In addition to

the electromagnetic information provided by inelastic electron scat

tering IBert 72al and Coulomb excitation experiments Isee Dia 73,

Pe Smi 731 inelastic scattering of strongly interacting projectiles

weIl above the Coulomb barrier - of unpolarized and polarized protons,
3

He- and a-particles - has been proven to be a reliable and comfortwle

tool to measure magnitudes and signs of higher order deformations, in

some cases with surprisingly high sensitivity. The acquired da ta on

deformation parameters associated with the nuclear potential pose ag~n

the question concerning the relationship between potential shape and

shape of the nuclear matter distribution. Ignoring this question a

puzzling discrepancy had become apparent for ß 4 deformation parameters

observed in (p,p'), (e,e'),(a,a')and(T,T')experiments for 2s-1d shell

nuclei ISwi 69, Hor 71, Re 71, Swi 741. The values of the deformation

parameters found by (a,a') scattering proved to be significantly

smaller than the values from (p,p') and (e,e') experiments. Similar

tendencies have become apparent for the multipole deformation para

meters of rare earth and actinide nuclei for which substantial equi

librium deformation up to L=6 have been experimentally demonstrated

IMOS 71, Hen 73b, Bem 73, Dav 761. A systematic comparison of charge

deformation and the deformation of the optical potentials reveals

significant deviations increasing with the multipolarity and inter-

preted now to be differences between potential and nuclear shape.

Indeed, applying a folding model description the reanalyses of the

( ') d (') . f 20 d 28 s . h b bl ta,a an T,T scatterlng rom Ne an l ave een a e 0

remove the main part of the previously observed discrepancies IRe Sch73,

Mac Sw 75, Swi 76j.

The experimental information on multipole deformation of the actinide
nuclei is some what obscured by deficiencies of the analyses perfor
med. It has been demonstrated by recent calculations using realistic
charge distributions that details of the target nucleus charge distri
bution influence the extracted va lues of ß L IRe Ge 761 at energies not
far away from the Coulomb barrier.

Although such a consideration of higher multipole deformation strongly

supports the relevance of the folding approach it should be noted that
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Fig. 21: Hexadecapole defor

mation of 2s-1d shell nuclei.

Results of various analyses of

experimental scattering data

as compared to theoretical

predictions 'swi 76/

the uncertainties entering into explicit folding model calculations,

inparticular due to exchange effects, are most likely more important

just for the higher multipole components in nuclear shape. In order to

trick out some uncertainties in specifying the most adequate effective

interaction, Mackintosh IMac 761 has proposed the application of

Satchler's theorem Isat 721 which relates the moments of a folded po

tential to the moments of the nuclear density distribution by

J
~ L M A 3

U(r)r YL(r)d ra a a a

f ~ 3
U(r )d r

a a

f ~ L M A 3
P (r) r Y (r)d rm L

J
~ 3

p(r)d r
(4.41)

This implies the following statement: Provided that the true (experi
~

mentally unambiguously observed) interaction potential u(ra ) is really

genera ted by the folding procedure we need not to know the detailed
~ ~

form of Veff(r,r
a

) even in the case that the effective projectile-

bound nucleon interaction is a rather complicated superposition of

various components of different ranges. This seems to open a rather

interesting and convenient way translating the empiral potential dis

tribution into nuclear structure information, especially when consi-
Ldering higher multipole moments. Due to the r dependence of the inte-

grands these moments, are mainly determined by the surface where the
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potential may be fairIy weIl understood to be generated by folding.

On the other hand consideration of volume integrals and potential rms

radii casts doubt that such an assumption is valid in general IRe 761.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The real part of the optical model potential describing medium and

intermediate energy nucleon and a-particle scattering from nuclei is a

possible source of information regarding sizes and shapes of nuclei.

The selected examples presented here illustrate the various approaches

and procedures in deriving relevant nuclear shape information from

scattering experiments, and they may indicate the particular type of

the information extracted, some limitations and uncertainties involved.

In the process of doing so the investigations have established, at

least on an empirical basis, considerable evidence of the relevance

of areaction model which is represented by the first term of a mul

tiple scattering expansion of the optical potential and has prepared

a way to the desired information on radial shapes of nuclei. A justi

fied applicability of this simplified scattering model is connected

with the extent to which the probing particle can escape the many body

dynamics in the nucleus. Following this argument the strong absorption

localizing the scattering process to the nuclear surface favors a-par

ticle scattering, even if the information provided must be considered

to be confined to the surface, strictly. While the interpretation of

medium energy nucleon scattering requires a more detailed understanding

of various delicate sensitivities, a-particle proves to be a rather

uncomplicated tool since obviously only the gross structure of the

effective interaction seems to be important and can be calibrated in

weIl determined cases. The main uncertainties entering a-particle scat

tering analyses arise from unsufficientIy known exchange effects which

certainly influence inelastic scattering to a larger extent than

elastic scattering, and from the imaginary part of the optical which is

only phenomenoligically accessible and may simulate effects not yet

explored.

Alternatively, the most vicious tricks of the nuclear many body pro

blem are also assumed to be controlled when increasing the incident

energy of the probes. The group at Saturne is going particularly

rigorously in this promising direction. In some points the present
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analyses of high energy proton scattering seem still somewhat over

simplified as not all essential ingredients are clearly pinned down:

spin part and the ratio of the real to imaginary part of the NN ampli

tude, and the influence of pair correlations. There are some cer ta in

aspects which seem to be less complicated in pion scattering although

pion scattering appears to be presently in an earlier stage of deve

lopment (and is excluded from this report without any further judge

ment as to value).

Proton and a-particle mean free paths are expected to be different and

the comparison can provide a sensitive test of the methods of analyses

used to extract rms radii and other moments of the nuclear density

distributions. In general we find surprisingly good agreement. Never

theless despite of the fact that reasonable approaches lead to reaso

nable results much thinking should go in those effects which one does

not yet control thus throwing a praticable bridge across the apparent

gap between phenomenological efforts and a detailed microscopic theory.

"Si les plats que je vous offre sont

mal prepares, c'est moins la faute de

mon cuisinier que celle de la chimie,

qui est encore dans l'enfance. "
(La Rotisserie de la reine Pedauque).

Anatole France
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